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Abstract 

Since the seventies, nuclear energy is part of the Belgian electricity mix. Between 2006 and 2011, it provided 

around 54% of the annual electricity produced. Seven nuclear reactors assure this power production on two 

sites: Doel, located near Antwerp, and Tihange, situated between Namur and Liège. In 2015, several nuclear 

units halted their operations due to different reasons going from the legal context (the nuclear phase-out law 

voted back in 2003 retired Doel 1 on February 15) to irregularities found in the reactor vessels (Doel 3 and 

Tihange 2). This led to an average nuclear utilisation rate of 48% and a share of merely 38% in domestic 

electricity production. Beginning of 2016, all nuclear units were brought back online and produced baseload 

electricity.  

In this paper, the impact of the nuclear downtime and subsequent restart on wholesale electricity prices is 

investigated by the means of a dual methodology. First, publicly available micro-data is used to examine the 

effect of the restart on different market outcomes. We observe that, in the period following the restart, wholesale 

prices plummet. This phenomenon, also called the merit-order effect, is not restricted to the day-ahead market, it 

is also most obvious in the forward market. Next to this empirical evidence, the optimisation tool Crystal Super 

Grid is applied to estimate the impact of the resumed availability of the nuclear reactors on several indicators 

characterising the Belgian and European power landscape. A positive effect on overall welfare, consumer 

surplus and CO2 emissions can be noticed. As regards prices, this analysis confirms the merit-order effect which 

is calculated to equal, on average over a year, 3.8 €/MWh. Nevertheless, temporary hourly excesses of 30 

€/MWh can occur. Our findings have important policy implications as they demonstrate the need to take the 

downward influence of prolonged nuclear power generation on wholesale prices into consideration when 

revising the (timetable in the) nuclear phase-out law since it may have a delaying effect on the compulsory 

energy transition towards a low-carbon economy.  
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Introduction 

Belgium disposes of seven nuclear power plants located on two sites, Doel and Tihange. In Doel, four nuclear 

units are being operated, called D1, D2, D3 and D4. In Tihange, three units are functioning: T1, T2 and T3 (see 

Table 1). In 2015, the oldest nuclear units (T1, D1 and D2) turned 40 (commissioning year 1975) and hence 

found themselves subject to the nuclear phase-out law. Back in 2003, the Belgian federal Parliament voted a law 

on the implementation of a nuclear phase-out 

programme spanning the period 2015-2025 to 

gradually close down all nuclear reactors when they 

reach the age of 40. In 2013, however, this law was 

revised to grant an operational lifetime extension of 

10 years to T1 (within the so-called “Plan 

Wathelet
1
”). In February 2015, the revised 

programme went life shutting down the first unit, D1. 

Previous to that, however, in the summer of 2012
2
, 

the operations in two nuclear units (D3 and T2) were 

halted rather abruptly because small hydrogen flakes 

were found in their reactor vessels. The simultaneous 

stop of the three nuclear reactors in the year 2015 had 

a pronounced impact on the Belgian wholesale 

market, requiring both increases in generation from 

other energy sources as well as a significant rise in 

net electricity imports (attaining a level of 27% of the 

residual load). Beginning of 2016, the three nuclear 

reactors were brought back online due to, amongst 

others, a revision of the (already revised) phase-out 

law
3
, and the Belgian power production park could 

again count on 5926 MW of nuclear generation capacity. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the importance and 

volatility of both nuclear generation and electricity imports, as a share in the total grid load. 

Table 1 Nuclear assets in Belgium 

Power plant Reactor Reactor size (MW) Year of commissioning Lifetime in 2015 

Doel Doel 1 433 1975 40 

 Doel 2 433 1975 40 

 Doel 3 1006 1982 33 

 Doel 4 1038 1985 30 

Tihange Tihange 1 962 1975 40 

 Tihange 2 1008 1983 32 

 Tihange 3 1046 1985 30 

Total 7 reactors 5926   

Source: ENTSO-E (2016), Nuclear Forum (2016).  

 

 

                                                           
1  In the summer of 2013, the federal government approved a (second) nuclear phase-out plan. This so-called “plan Wathelet” 

(named after the then Secretary of State for Energy M. Wathelet) not only contains the timing of the closure of the different 

nuclear units, but also some measures to cope with the ensuing lack in controllable capacity.  
2   The nuclear power station D3 was shut down for a 10-yearly overhaul on June 2, 2012. During this overhaul, anomalies in 

the vessel were detected which led to a sustained outage of the unit. On August 16, 2012, T2 was up for its decennial 

overhaul and the same type of irregularities were found which also caused a prolonged outage. After ample research by 

numerous (inter)national experts, a common restart was granted in June 2013, but by March 25, 2014, both reactors were 

stopped once again because of a single test non conformity. 
3  For a detailed overview of the different revisions of the phase-out law and its origins, see Laleman & Albrecht (2016).  
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Meanwhile, numerous price variations in the wholesale power markets could be spotted. One of them was the 

clear downward trend in prices which could be detected at the moment of announcement of the return to the 

market of the three nuclear reactors. The graph below shows the Cal17
4
 for a two-year period spanning 2014, 

2015 and the start of 2016.  

Figure 2: Belgian Power Base Load Futures – Cal17, €/MWh (source: EEX, consulted on 01/29/2016) 

This graph shows that, at the moment the Federal Agency for 

Nuclear Control gave its green light for the recouped operation 

of D3 and T2 (November 17, 2015), the price dropped 

significantly. A second fall in price can be witnessed end of 

November, 2015 when the convention between the Belgian 

federal government and Engie, the utility company owning 

both power plants, on the extension of the operational lifetime 

of D1 and D2 was signed.  

Research on the price impact of (announcements of) nuclear 

phase-outs has been done before, especially (and not 

surprisingly) in Germany
5
. Matthes et al. (2011a), for example, 

describe the decision on the nuclear moratorium in 2011 to have increased the German electricity wholesale 

future prices after the announcement by about 1 eurocent per kWh (or 10 €/MWh), which was partially offset by 

subsequent price reductions. In a successive paper (Matthes et al., 2011b) the authors find an impact of the 

moratorium on the European emission allowance prices of about 2 euro per ton CO2. Kunz et al. (2011) model 

the impacts of the nuclear moratorium and a complete nuclear phase-out against a status quo scenario in a 

techno-economic cost minimization framework with a detailed network representation of the German and the 

central European network. Results are reported for a representative winter week. They come up with an 

electricity price increase in the off-peak hours between 0.5 and 2.5 cent per kWh (or between 5 and 25 €/MWh) 

for the moratorium and complete phase-out respectively. With the aid of a dynamic long term Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium model of the entire EU electricity sector, Traber and Kemfert (2012) find a price impact of between 

0.2 and 0.6 eurocent per kWh (between 2 and 6 €/MWh) on German electricity prices attributable to the German 

accelerated
6
 nuclear phase-out.  

The empirical top-down approach 

This research then is novel in its dual approach. In a first phase, data from a variety of public sources are used to 

examine the impact of the restart on wholesale prices based on an analytical model. These sources include the 

market operators Belpex, ICE Endex and EEX, the national electricity transmission system operator Elia as well 

as the European Network of Transmission System Operators ENTSO-E.  

Such an impact analysis requires a valid price-to-quantity relation to be estimated for the elected market. We will 

focus here on the day-ahead, spot market for Belgium. Though this market coverage is not ideal, its price still 

acts as a reference for other transactions, and is as such a good price notion for our purpose. The day-ahead 

market mechanism translates into the merit order curve (MOC) as a representative supply curve, and for all 

instances, we’ll consider demand to be inelastic, which is still a good approximation for today’s market. Hence, 

the MOC curve should convey all necessary information for our usage. 

Estimating MOC curves can basically be performed with the aid of two different methodologies. The first 

possibility is to build the curve bottom up, using detailed information about individual power plants, 

interconnections, outage rates, or fuel prices among others. Using an optimisation technique, the optimal 

dispatch can be inferred for a given set of conditions, and hence a MOC. The second option is to derive an 

                                                           
4  A Cal17 contract prices delivery of baseload power over the calendar year 2017.  
5  For a discussion on German energy policy in general and its position on (phasing out) nuclear power production, a 

comprehensive overview can be found in Jacobsson and Lauber (2006).  
6  The German decision to phase-out its nuclear power production was significantly advanced by the Fukushima Daiichi 

major nuclear accident (grade 7 in the IAEA INES scale, i.c. the maximum scale value) in March 2011. The German 

government then agreed to phase out the seven nuclear plants built before 1980 as well as the Krümmel plant. The amount 

of capacity that was affected by the moratorium was 8.5 GW, out of 20.5 GW, the total nuclear installed capacity in 

Germany.  



analytical formulation of the MOC from observations of market variables and other variables relevant to the 

pricing issue.  

The optimisation method obviously takes advantage of most of the available information, but also requires a 

number of assumptions, and is fully relying on the theoretical market mechanism to derive a supply curve. It is 

as such computationally and informationally intensive, and is not linked to observed price quantities. On the 

other hand, the analytical method requires much less information and is computationally very efficient, relying 

on standard statistical techniques. It is directly based on observed market outputs. It is, however, much less 

granular by nature and thus allows only to consider broad aggregate quantities in the analysis. It contains a 

significant amount of uncertainty due to its statistical nature and limited modelling scope. Additionally, special 

care has to be taken when performing counterfactual or causal analysis in such frameworks, due to non-modelled 

links between variables used. The analytical approach is discussed first in what follows, the optimisation 

approach being covered in a later section.  

A relevant empirical merit order curve model for Belgium 

The merit order curve (MOC thereon) is the basic analysis tool for electricity spot markets. It is defined as the 

supply curve under the hypothesis of marginal cost pricing, that is, under the hypothesis that power plants are 

called on the grid by increasing order of marginal cost until demand is satisfied. In the case of Belgium, it may 

help to consider the energy exchanges through interconnections as an additional generator, for which output is 

positive when the net flow is an import. As mentioned, this generator covers up to 27% of the load, and thus 

deserves special attention.  

The MOC as broadly defined above would be a suitable price-to-quantity relation to perform impact analysis if 

indeed it were a stable relation. Indeed, the suitability of empirical methods relies on reproducibility, that is, a 

sufficient assurance that similar conditions will lead to similar outputs. In our case, that similar loads will lead to 

similar prices. However, several sources of variation in the output and marginal costs of the generators 

populating the MOC call for attention to obtain a sufficiently stable function, that is, a function robust to changes 

in the broad market environment. 

First of all, if generators are entered at their nominal capacity in the theoretical definition of the MOC, in reality 

all generators are intermittent for one or another reason, that is, they cannot always produce their nominal 

capacity or some other required output level when called for. This is either: 

 By nature, as their output depends on external factors not under our control. This is the case of the most 

relevant renewable energy sources. 

 For technical reasons, among which we’ll here focus on outages (planned or unplanned), but other 

aspects such as ramp-up time or must-run character rank among the causes for output deviating from 

the optimum 

 For institutional reasons, as energetic and environmental policy may force to shut down technically 

available generators. 

Next to this output side, the cost side is also not constant, mostly because of fuel and related costs in the short 

term. In the case of Belgium however, this is also due to the special nature of the international exchanges taken 

as a generator, for which the equivalent marginal cost depends on the market price of neighbouring countries and 

is obviously highly variable in time. 

It is therefore needed to adapt the basic definition of the MOC for these factors at least. Other variability factors 

are left out, but this is in the nature of the statistical approach, in which the residual sources of variation will be 

modelled by a random error term. 

The literature on analytical modelling of the MOC and on estimating merit order effects provides several 

alternatives to incorporate these elements into a model of the supply curve. These range from linear models with 

all variables and some of their interactions included in the regression (see eg Müller, (2013)), to sophisticated 

varying coefficient semi parametric models (as in Thoenes, (2014)). We will here follow the ideas in He et al. 

(2013) which strikes a nice balance between interpretability, ease of computation, and incorporation of structural 

relationships between variables. 
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As in most of the merit order effect related work, we will use a residual version of the grid load to avoid 

variability in the price-to-quantity relation stemming from intermittence of low marginal cost generators. In our 

case, we start from GL, the grid-load for the Belgian high voltage grid net of international exchanges and 

pumping flows, from which we derive a residual load after deduction of the wind in-feeds W and the nuclear 

generation N. Note that we do not take solar production into account, as it already appears as a netting out on the 

demand side in our data, as these plants are not connected to the high voltage grid.  This is almost equivalent to 

He et al. (2013), where - in  the German context - unavailable capacities in nuclear (and lignite) plants are added 

to the load, instead of subtracting the nuclear production. To tackle the issues stemming from the unknown 

marginal cost of imports, we for now will also subtract net imports I from the residual load. As a result, our 

residual load RT corresponds to the demand addressed to local conventional production capacities: 

𝑅𝐿(𝑡) = 𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑡) (1) 

To include the effect of outages in these conventional capacities, we shall divide this residual load by their 

availability rate Av. As a result, the pricing quantity NRL is scaled back to a situation where all capacity is 

available. This is obviously a proxy, as outages in plants with different marginal costs are treated similarly, as if 

the outages were uniformly spread along the plants in this category.  

𝑁𝑅𝐿(𝑡) =
GL(t) − W(t)  −  N(t) –  I(t)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
 

(2) 

To take into account the variability in prices of fuels and emission quota, we follow the approach in He et al. 

(2013), who define a fuel adjusted heat-rate model as  

𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑡) ∙ 𝑓(𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡)) + 𝜀(𝑡) (3) 

In equation (3), the function f is an approximate heat-rate function for the market, which is an indicator of the 

efficiency of the power plants in the market. 

In our case, the fuel price will be taken as the ZTP spot natural gas price. We use only natural gas prices as most 

of the conventional plants in Belgium are gas fired. To this price, we add a mark-up for the emission rights, 

based on 0.2 tons of CO2 per equivalent MWh of natural gas : 𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 0.2 ∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑂2
. The emission rights are 

taken as the ECX EUA continuous futures, front month. This allows us to provide the final definition of the 

function f to be estimated: 

𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡(𝑡)

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑡)
= 𝑓 (

𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑡)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
) + 𝜀(𝑡) 

(4) 

This function should be a good version of the MOC curve – actually, a market implied heat-rate curve – for 

Belgium.  

Figure 3 provides an overview of the evolution of the different variables used on the time horizon 1/01/2013 to 

31/03/2016. 

  

  



Figure 3: Overview of market variables and price driving factor, 1/01/2013 to 31/03/2016, hourly data (in red : weekly 

averages) 

Source : Elia, ENTSE-O, Belpex, ECX  

 

To illustrate the impact of the various 

adjustments on the stability of the 

function f, figure 4 provides an example 

comparing two one-month periods, 

happening before and after a large 

increase in the total available nuclear 

capacity. The effect of the subsequent 

neutralisation of fuel prices (top right 

pane), wind and nuclear output (bottom 

left pane), and net imports (bottom right 

pane) is clearly apparent. Each step in 

this normalisation process increases the 

stability of the estimated relation 

between time periods, with the last pane 

corresponding to equation 4 providing a 

visually stable price-to-load relation 

although the two selected time samples 

differ substantially along the 

aforementioned sources of variability. 

We shall see in below how the model 

performs globally on the observed data. 

But first, we turn to the topic of impact 

analysis, to ensure this model is suitable 

for our final aim. 
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Estimating impacts 

Provided the function f in equation (4) is specified and estimated, it provides apparently a way to assess the 

contemporaneous impact of a change in nuclear generation capacity on wholesale spot prices of electricity. 

However, for this to be true, the effect of such a change in N on all other variables appearing in the equation 

should also be known. For most of these variables, this is straightforwardly the case, as it is reasonable to think 

that the fuel price, the availability rate of conventional 

plants, the grid load, and the wind generation are 

independent of a change in nuclear capacity. The effect of 

such a change is then null on these variables. This 

however is certainly not true for the net imports I. On the 

opposite, it seems logical that additional cheap nuclear 

capacity would crowd out probably more expensive 

imports, or strengthen exports, at least part of the time. 

This is confirmed by a crude analysis of the observed link 

between this two variables in our data, as depicted by 

figure 5.  

The substitution relation between nuclear and imports is 

clearly apparent there, and a simple linear model offers a 

very good fit with a parameter around -0.7: hence the 

exchanges with neighbouring countries seem on average 

to compensate 70% of a change in nuclear production, a 

result that is being confirmed in the optimisation exercise 

(see lower). This crude model is obviously not a causal 

model, as too many variables are being omitted.  

This is therefore not a sufficient model to correctly account for the link between N and I in our case. As a 

consequence, one is led to consider an intermediate version of the model (4), where net imports I are kept as a 

generator in the residual MOC : 

𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡(𝑡)

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑡)
= 𝑓 (

𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
) + 𝜀(𝑡) 

(5) 

The model in equation (5) is inferior to the model in (4) in two respects: first, it suffers from the variability in I 

for any residual load, that blurs the price to load relation. Put differently, for a given residual load which is now a 

demand addressed to Belgian conventional plants and the interconnected foreign markets, one does not know 

what part of the demand is satisfied by imports. As imports lower the market price, there is an uncertainty about 

the market price. And second, it applies the availability rate correction, based on gas fired plants only, also to net 

imports. When this second point introduces a small bias, the first point has a more profound implication. Instead 

of estimating a heat-rate function, the function f now estimates a central version of the collection of heat-rate 

functions corresponding to the different possible net import price and flows situations at a given residual load.  

With model (5), estimating the impact of a change in nuclear capacity is possible, at the expense of some 

precision in the modelling of the heat-rate curve, thus in the attainable precision of this estimation. Even if model 

(4) were perfect for the Belgian producers, the incertitude around import price and capacity transfers to the 

estimates of the impact.  

Additional considerations 

Obviously, the sources of variation in the price-to-load relationship mentioned above do not form an exhaustive 

list. As mentioned, all unaccounted sources will end-up in the error term of our statistical models. We list below 

some other relevant sources of variation, and propose some ways to incorporate them in the statistical model. 

 Forecast errors: day-ahead prices are based on forecast quantities for the next day. Especially, 

renewable production and grid load are forecasts when the day-ahead price is determined. However in 

our data, renewable production and grid load are real observed values. This introduces a source of 



variation in the price/load relationship. One may argue that there is no systematic bias in this additional 

error – that is, it has zero mean – as such a bias if observed would be corrected in the forecasting 

models used by market participants. Hence parameter estimates should remain consistent, but with 

higher variance. 

 Additional seasonality: due to the specificities of some of the generators, it is expected that seasonal 

patterns not present in the load series, appear in the price series. Indeed, at times of low demand (nights 

and week-end days for example), some inflexible or must-run plants will be kept online to avoid extra 

costs (shutting-down and start-up costs, or ramp-up and ramp-down costs for example), possibly by 

bidding below their marginal cost. That is, the market mechanism will be different in these times of 

low load. This aspect can be partially corrected for by introducing date and time related variables in the 

model, though this obviously is not structural in any way and hampers any interesting interpretation of 

the extra estimated parameters. This enhancement is studied at the end of the next section. 

 Season regime switching: the Belgian power market presents a markedly different situation between 

summer and winter months. In summer – actually between April and September – occur most of the 

planned outage, especially for nuclear plants. This aspect is already taken into account in our model. 

But the use of interconnection capacities is also fairly different between this summer half and the 

winter half of the year. As can be seen on figure 6, in the summer half, imports flow mostly from 

France, and are not much correlated to the grid-load. This suggests that in summer imports are 

opportunistic and price related, driven by the large 

overcapacity of the French nuclear plants in that 

season. On the opposite, in the winter half of the 

year, imports flow mostly from The Netherlands, 

and show a strong correlation with grid-load. This 

suggest a peak-load import pattern, driven by the 

insufficient capacity of the Belgian local 

producers. This is not an issue for model (4) 

where imports are netted out from the residual 

load, but should be kept in mind when using 

model (5). A first basic approach to this issue is 

presented below. 

 Persistence: other unaccounted 

market mechanisms, such as the possibility of 

bidding for a bloc of several hours at a given 

price, may introduce increased persistence in time 

for the prices, as compared to the load. This 

would translate into autocorrelated residuals after 

estimating the models. A possible way of 

improving the model in this respect, though again 

it would be of strict statistical nature with no 

structural information, is to specify a time series model for the residuals that would capture this 

remaining serial dependence. This approach has been tested, but with limited impact on the estimation 

results, and is not presented here.    

Empirical Results 

Model estimation 

In a first instance, we estimate the models (4) and (5) with three different specifications for the function f:  

 A non-parametric fit, based on cubic splines. This will give us a reference “shape” for the MOC curve, 

and help us validate parametric models studied below. 

 A simple linear model 

 A double exponential specification following (He et al. (2013)): 
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𝑓(𝑥) =
𝑒

𝑥−𝑎
𝑏 − 𝑒−

𝑥−𝑐
𝑑

2
+ 𝜇 

(6) 

This last function is a smooth sigmoid function, with different left and right tail curvatures. This is hence a 

flexible parametric function well suited to the usual shape of market-data based MOC curves, but still simple 

enough to be easily estimated using non-linear least square estimation techniques. 

Figure 7 represents the data and model estimates for f as in equations (4) and (5) on the full dataset, when f is 

taken to be a linear function (red), a cubic spline with five degrees of freedom (green), or a double exponential 

function (blue). Estimation is by median regression, except for the double exponential model which is fitted 

through nonlinear least squares. The estimation results are found in table 2. 

As expected, the 

rightmost pane showing 

model (5) presents a less 

clear structure of the data 

cloud, as additional 

volatility due to the 

interconnection is 

included in the heat-rate 

curve, whereas the 

leftmost pane showing 

model (4) is more 

definite, data representing 

the heat-rate for Belgian 

conventional producers 

only. On the bulk of the 

data, the non-parametric 

and the double 

exponential model are quite close, meaning that the double exponential is a good parametric model in our case. 

The linear model is obviously quite far off at the extreme values of the residual load, but still fits correctly the 

core of the sample. This translates into the goodness of fit measures in table 2 and 3, which are based on an 

estimation sample spanning the period from 1/01/2013 to 31/03/2015, and a test sample spanning the last year of 

data from 1/04/2015 to 31/03/2016.  



Table 2 : In sample goodness of fit measures (MAE and RMSE in €/MWh)  

model f R-squared MAE RMSE AIC BIC 

(4) 

Linear 0.53 7.85 11.17 4.83 4.83 

 Double-exponential 0.56 7.59 10.79 4.76 4.76 

Spline 0.56 7.56 10.82 4.76 4.77 

(5) 

Linear 0.55 7.86 10.96 4.79 4.79 

 Double-exponential 0.57 7.63 10.67 4.73 4.74 

Spline 0.57 7.56 10.67 4.74 4.74 

Table 3 : Out of sample results (MAE and RMSE in €/MWh)  

model f R-squared MAE RMSE 

(4) 

Linear 0.40 8.32 12.83 

 Double-exponential 0.41 8.13 12.70 

Spline 0.42 7.96 12.59 

(5) 

Linear 0.37 9.04 13.16 

 Double-exponential 0.36 9.26 13.28 

Spline 0.33 9.47 13.58 

In-sample result in table 2 show that all models perform quite similarly. The adjusted R-squared values around 

0.55 are synonymous for reasonable fits but with a significant remaining variance in the error term, which 

translates into a median error of around 7.5€ when estimating the price of one MWh of electricity for a given 

load, on average. These figures are quite typical of what other published studies achieve in terms of goodness of 

fit. More interesting are the out-of-sample results reported in table 3. There, we can observe poorer results for 

model (5) as compared to model (4). This is what was expected, as model (5) suffers from the variability in the 

imports level and prices for a given load, which are netted out in model (4). The double-exponential specification 

shows the best fit globally, but the linear specification is not much worst. As a mean of calibration check, we 

note that for model (4), the median power plant (the typical marginal plant called for a median load addressed to 

the conventional plants, which is around 3.4 GW in our data) has an estimated heat-rate of around 1.9, which 

corresponds to an estimated efficiency of 52%
7
. That is indeed a plausible value for a CCGT plant, which form 

the bulk of the baseload thermal plants in Belgium. 

As the potential imports or exports may partially substitute for the changes in nuclear capacity, the perceived 

change in demand for the local conventional plants – which constitute the pricing zone of the heat-rate curve – is 

lower than the nuclear production variation. The interconnection has a dampening effect, which can be read in 

the smaller slope of the linear approximation of the heat-curve in figure 7 (0.21 vs. 0.32). As expected, 

estimating the impact of such nuclear capacity changes on prices based on the best market model (4) would 

therefore overestimate this impact. This is particularly obvious in the case of Belgium, where the interconnection 

capacity is significant compared to the size of the market, and the reliance on power imports marked: the 

interconnection capacity is about half the total installed capacity of the power plants in our pricing bloc. 

Further enhancements 

In this section, we expand the models presented above, with additional covariates to capture some of the effects 

mentioned in the previous section. 

To capture the effect of some of the unaccounted seasonality related to low load periods, we include dummy 

variables in the model for week-end days and holidays (Saturdays, Sundays and official national holidays) and 

night hours (from 23:00 to 5:59). This choice of dummies has been made based on significance tests over 

individual days and hours.  

                                                           
7 As the emission rights are included in the price of gas, this value of 52% is actually an overestimation of the efficiency of the 

median plant, which only augments the plausibility of the figure.  
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We also investigate the observed impact of the winter vs. summer regime mentioned above, and related to the 

variable use of the interconnection. Figure 8 

represents the full data set for the summer half 

year (green) and the winter half year (blue) for the 

definition of model (5). The dual-exponential 

estimates of the heat-rate curve for both half years 

are shown in matching colours. The difference is 

depicted in black.  

One can indeed observe a marked difference 

between the two half years. Given the shape of the 

difference, we choose to add a linear function of 

the residual load to the model for observations in 

the winter season only, to reproduce this shape 

difference in the heat-rate curve between the two 

seasons. For model (4), there is no significant 

difference, as can be expected, since the difference 

essentially stems from the behaviour of the net 

imports. 

The models thus become: 

𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡(𝑡)

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑡)
= 𝑓 (

𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑡)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
) + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝐷(𝑊𝐸 & 𝐻) + 𝛽2 ∙ 𝐷(𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) + 𝜀(𝑡) 

 (7) 

𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡(𝑡)

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑡)
= 𝑓 (

𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
) + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝐷(𝑊𝐸 & 𝐻) + 𝛽2 ∙ 𝐷(𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)                                 

+ 𝐷(𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟) ∙ (𝛽3 + 𝛽4 ∙
𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
) + 𝜀(𝑡) 

(8) 

In and out of sample estimates for models (7) and (8) above are found in tables 4 and 5, for the linear, double-

exponential, and spline specifications of f. The fit measures both in- and out of sample significantly improve 

upon models (4) and (5). While linear and double-exponential specifications remain closely tied out of sample, 

the spline specification shows some lack of prediction capacity for model (8).   



Table 4 : In-sample goodness of fit measures (MAE and RMSE in €/MWh)  

model f R-squared MAE RMSE AIC BIC 

(7) 

Linear 0.56 7.52 10.83 4.77 4.77 

 Double-exponential 0.59 7.35 10.47 4.70 4.70 

Spline 0.58 7.31 10.56 4.71 4.72 

(8) 

Linear 0.61 7.08 10.20 4.64 4.65 

 Double-exponential 0.64 6.85 9.80 4.57 4.57 

Spline 0.63 6.77 9.84 4.57 4.58 

Table 5 : Out-of-sample performance (MAE and RMSE in €/MWh)  

model f R-squared MAE RMSE 

(7) 

Linear 0.43 7.95 12.56 

 Double-exponential 0.44 7.80 12.45 

Spline 0.44 7.71 12.41 

(8) 

Linear 0.43 8.24 12.50 

 Double-exponential 0.44 8.23 12.45 

Spline 0.40 8.52 12.86 

From this we can conclude that the double-exponential specification for model (8) provides the best analytical 

MOC estimated on the data for our purpose. It is the specification with the best out of sample properties. This 

specification also allows some extrapolation outside the range of observed residual loads, which is not really the 

case for the non-parametric spline, and may be problematic for the linear specification as witnessed in figure 7.  

Impact assessment 

With the help of this model, we are now able to compute impact estimates on spot prices for selected events 

affecting the nuclear generation capacity in Belgium. We produce results for two scenarios. The first considers 

the impact of an additional GW of available nuclear capacity at all points in time on our one year test sample. 

The second compares estimated prices along the test sample for the full capacity of 5.926 GW, to the prices 

estimated for a reduced capacity of 5.926-2.447=3.479 GW. Results are available hour by hour, and an average 

weighted by total grid-load is computed, as a proxy to a total demand weighted average. 

To implement these scenarios, we simply impact the value of N(t), for t in the test sample, in the definition of the 

reduced load used in model (8): 

𝐺𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡)

𝐴𝑣(𝑡)
 

The value of N(t) is either augmented by 1, or replaced by the determined fixed value, depending on the 

scenario. 

The test sample ranges from April first, 2015 to March 31, 2016. Table 6 provides the computed weighted-

average price impacts for this 1GW increase (scenario 1) and the full versus reduced capacity scenario (scenario 

2). Figures 9 and 10 gives a graphical summary of the hour-by-hour results. It appears clearly that higher impact 

occur for low or high loads, where the slope of the MOC curve is high, whereas for residual loads around 6 GW, 

the impact reaches its minimum value. For the second scenario, most of the average impact stems from low load 

periods. The two seasonal regimes are clearly visible as well. 
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Table 6 : Scenario results : impact on spot prices (€/MWh) 

 Average impact Minimum hourly Maximum hourly 

Scenario 1  3.43 1.39 10.82 

Scenario 2 11.83 3.49 30.02 

 

 

 

 

The following section discusses the optimisation-based approach to this same problem. Comparisons are then 

made, before drawing conclusions for this research. 

  



The optimisation approach. 

A bottom-up dispatch model for Belgium 

In a second phase, the modelling tool Crystal Super Grid
8
 is deployed. This model in fact minimizes total system 

production costs whilst aligning demand with supply. It contains an extensive library of both physical and 

financial assets (thermal power plants, renewable energy sources, power lines, etc.) which allows a fine-grained 

level of detail for analyses. The data infeed for the model mainly comes from publicly available databases like 

ENTSO-E and the International Energy Agency (IEA). More specifically, the demand, the installed capacities 

and the thermal availabilities are obtained from ENTSO-E, the fuel costs from IEA and the detailed capacity 

descriptions from the European TSO’s individual websites.  

Powerful optimization solvers are then used to calculate the optimal dispatch of generating facilities in 

interconnected zones. Results cover i.a. imports/exports between zones (countries or regions), marginal costs of 

electricity generation and CO2 emissions.  

Crystal Super Grid runs on JAVA. The computation process is performed by successive optimisation problem 

resolutions over a rolling horizon. This is done to avoid perfect foresight issues at the end of the projection 

period. The model computes 14 day period (tactical horizon) problems with 7 day steps (rolling horizon) at each 

iteration. This way, each new computations’ tactical horizon overlaps with the previous one taking into account 

its decisions and the ensuing state of the system.  

In this paper, this electricity market model with hourly load profile, power plant ramp-up and emission trading is 

applied to the European electricity market to study the case of diverging levels of nuclear power production in 

Belgium. For this purpose, two scenarios are created within Crystal Super Grid. A scenario is a broad 

description of a state of generating facilities in the countries belonging to the CWE (notably Belgium, France, 

the Netherlands, Luxemburg and Germany), complemented with the available capacities in 15 other European 

Member States (such as Spain, Italy and Portugal) and Morocco. The two scenarios differ in the total amount of 

available capacity: the first one assumes that the entire Belgian nuclear park (5926 MW) is online, the second 

studies the situation in which three nuclear power reactors (D1, D3 and T2) are taken offline, mimicking what 

happened during (a large part of) the year 2015. These scenarios hence closely relate to the impact analysis based 

on “scenario 2” in our empirical study above. This modelling approach allows sketching the difference in nuclear 

availability for the period of a whole (statistical) year, which gives an insight in the delta occurring during each 

hour of each day of each week of that year. It then allows to see which periods of the year are particularly 

vulnerable to price discrepancies caused by additional nuclear power production (or nuclear outage).  

It is important to mention that demand as well as CO2 emission prices are assumed to be equal in both scenarios. 

Restarting the three nuclear units is not supposed to provoke a direct impact on demand patterns and the effect of 

the Belgian policy context regarding nuclear power generation is assumed to not drastically alter the EU price for 

CO2 emission quota
9
. Second, power production by variable renewable energy sources is assumed to have 

priority access on the grid, so all things being equal, the production of variable renewable energy is not directly 

affected by the restart (but its economic situation can be).  

Optimisation Results 

According to the results obtained from the modelling exercise, the average annual marginal cost (which is a 

proxy for the wholesale price) is 3.8 €/MWh lower when the three nuclear reactors (approximating 2.5 GW) are 

in generating mode. These findings hence seem to confirm the empirical results observed in the wholesale 

markets, although they are estimated to be significantly lower. In part XX some arguments for this deviation are 

provided.  

Equally important: the 3.8 €/MWh is an annual average. Since the model has an hourly granularity, it can be 

further dissected. Overall, the biggest difference in terms of marginal costs between a scenario with and one 

without D1, D3 and T2 amounts to 30.2 €/MWh, so prices can, at certain moments in time, be around €30 lower 

                                                           
8  Crystal Super Grid is developed by the French consultancy agency Artelys that is specialised in quantitative methods for 

optimization, modelling and decision support. 
9  According to Gusbin and Henry (2007), this impact was estimated to not exceed 5%.  
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when all nuclear units are generating electricity. This maximum value is in line with the maximum hourly impact 

of our empirical estimate (see table 6 above). 

Takin advantage of the higher granularity and the broader spectrum of the optimisation approach, we can derive 

further results from this scenario analysis. From this knowledge of the hourly marginal cost, it is possible to 

calculate the (loss or gain of) consumer surplus. The consumer surplus is defined as the surface being made up of 

the demand curve and the horizontal line representing the marginal cost (defined as the intersection between 

demand and supply). The incremental consumer surplus caused by the restart equals the difference in marginal 

costs between the scenario with and the one without D1, D3 and T2, multiplied by the total demand (which is 

assumed to be equal). This is positive and amounts to € 311 million. Although this result seems to be very 

promising for Belgian electricity users, we should make a distinction as to the type of consumer. First, 

companies who buy their electricity directly on the power exchange
10

 will most certainly feel the downward 

pressure on prices (hence the increase in their consumer surplus). Residential consumers, on the other hand, will 

feel less of an impact. According to the Belgian energy regulator CREG (2016a), for residential consumers
11

, the 

commodity only represents around 30% of their total bill. The balance is being made up of transport and 

distribution tariffs, levies, taxes, etc. This means that even if the price of the commodity decreases, the overall 

effect on the household’s bill is watered down.  

Second, the price decrease not only affects the consumers, it will also have an impact on the power producers. 

For that, it is instructive to have a look at the production surplus, more specifically, at the production surplus per 

technology. The production surplus is the surface constituted by the horizontal line representing the marginal 

cost (defined as the intersection between demand and supply) and the supply curve. In fact, this equals the 

marginal cost of the power system multiplied by the production (generated by different technologies) minus the 

cost to produce that amount of electricity (consisting of variable fuel costs and, when needed, the purchase of 

CO2 emission quota). The overall production surplus (all technologies taken together) when the total nuclear 

capacity (5926 MW) is operational compared to the situation when three nuclear units (D1, D3 and T2) are not 

producing, demonstrates a positive difference of € 426 million.  

When zooming in on technologies, we see that, although marginal costs (hence, selling price for electricity) 

decrease when the nuclear units are brought back online, the production surplus for nuclear power plants is 

positive and amounts to, on an annual basis, € 476 million
12

. This positive surplus indicates that the increase in 

nuclear power production (by almost 20 TWh) more than compensates the price decline and subsequent potential 

loss in profit.  

This result stands in sharp contrast with the variable renewable technologies which, although their production is 

not directly affected by the surplus nuclear production, will suffer the consequences of the decrease in marginal 

cost, hence, the price at which they can sell their energy. Because of this merit-order effect induced by the 

renewed operation of the three nuclear reactors, the solar surplus is estimated to diminish by € 12 million, the 

wind production surplus by € 20 million. This finding can have an impact on potential investments in renewable 

energy sources for power generation, as systems in which feed-in premia are installed, become less interesting. 

This could even provoke a delaying effect on the energy transition as investments in low-carbon technologies in 

Belgium which are urgently required (Devogelaer and Gusbin, 2015), will suffer from this lower ROI calculation 

and will be postponed or even annulled all together.   

Adding up the consumer and producer surplus already gives an idea on the variation in total welfare. To 

precisely calculate the total welfare, the sum of the congestion revenues divided by 2
13

 should be added. In order 

to estimate the congestion revenues, it is important to know both the flows from country A (Belgium) to country 

B (interconnected neighbour) as well as the difference in marginal costs between country A and country B, and 

this for all the “country B’s” with which Belgium is interconnected. For that, we should first get a grasp of the 

flows, more specifically, of the change in net imports between Belgium and its connected “country B”.  

The operational restart of the nuclear units not only has an impact on the operations of the remaining power 

generating facilities in Belgium but also on its interconnection capacities. The regained nuclear production seems 

                                                           
10  Around 30% of power is traded on Belpex, the Belgian power exchange.  
11  Type Dc with a dual metering system.  
12  This value is highly sensitive to the hypothesis taken on the production cost of nuclear power generation. In order to take 

that aspect into account, a sensitivity analysis was run in which the nuclear production cost was supposed to be higher (20 

€/MWh). The ensuing surplus then decreases to € 359 million.  
13  Taken the hypothesis that the revenues are equally distributed between the respective national TSO’s. 



to, ceteris paribus, replace, on an annual basis, 14.2 TWh of net electricity imports into Belgium and 5.2 TWh of 

electricity being produced domestically by natural gas fired power plants. In other words, the “lost” nuclear 

power when the three reactors were idle was being replaced by net imports (73%) and domestic natural gas fired 

power plants (27%). These imports generate congestion revenues, hence if net imports decrease, congestion 

revenues decrease, in this case by € 30 million.  

All in all, we see that the welfare in Belgium (defined as the sum of consumer surplus, production surplus and 

congestion revenues) by recouping the nuclear operation increases by € 722 million.  

The decrease in marginal costs (i.e. wholesale prices) can also be felt in other (foreign) markets (Traber and 

Kemfert, 2012, Phan and Roques, 2015). The price impact of the increase in Belgian nuclear power production 

on the neighbouring (interconnected) markets is significant and may reach up to 90% of the price impact 

observed in Belgium, whilst price effects in more distant Member States are rather marginal (but not non-

existing). We see for example that the marginal cost diminishes by 3.7 €/MWh in France and by 2.5 €/MWh in 

the Netherlands whilst the effect in Spain is restrained to 0.2 €/MWh.  

Finally, the impact of the restart on CO2 emissions is scrutinized. The power sector is part of the EU ETS which 

is a cap-and-trade system. Nevertheless, it is instructive to see how much of the CO2 emissions can be avoided 

by restarting the nuclear power plants in Belgium. According to the model results, this boils down to 2.2 Mt CO2 

in Belgium
14

. Interestingly, this decrease in CO2 emissions in Belgium is not the end of the story. Since the 

restart leads to a decrease in both power generation from natural gas fired power plants by 5.2 TWh (hence, the 

decrease in CO2 emissions in Belgium) and net imports, the renewed operation also has an influence on total 

emissions in Europe through the levels produced (and inherently, the electricity mix chosen) in the exporting 

countries (or the emissions originating in the country from which Belgium imports electricity). A restart then 

leads to an overall CO2 emission reduction in Europe by 11.2 Mt. The biggest impacts can be seen in both 

Germany and the Netherlands, two countries from which we import
15

 and which, by restarting the three Belgian 

nuclear plants, can decrease both their coal fired (by 5 and 2 TWh respectively) and gas fired power production 

(by 0.8 and 0.2 TWh respectively).  

Comparison 

With the aid of the dual methodology described in the previous parts, the impact of nuclear power variations on 

wholesale power prices is scrutinised. When comparing the results of the two analyses, we see a similar but 

consistenly higher price impact estimate with the empirical analysis. This can be chiefly ascribed to the fact that 

the optimisation model generates the long term marginal costs instead of the real observed price data that are 

imputed in the empirical analysis. In theory, bidding strategies are based on the marginal cost
16

, but in practice, 

there may be a substantial difference due to various reasons.  

For one, the marginal production cost as calculated in the optimisation model is in fact based on historical 

production cost averages as taken from IEA publications. Observed prices on the spot market (and used in the 

empirical analysis) may (and will) deviate because of the complexity of indexation on i.a. highly volatile fuel 

(and CO2) prices. The optimisation model also assumes that the market is perfect (no oligopoly) although in 

practice, it is not (always). The use of market power cannot be entirely excluded and certain (physical or virtual) 

constraints in regular power markets or exchanges, e.g. inflexible power plants that cannot be shut down for 1 

hour, minimum running time of power plants, structural 4 hour block bids, influence price setting. Last, the 

model is not equipped to simulate the interior network within the country, so redispatching (impacting prices) 

cannot be captivated in the optimisation results. For all these reasons, it is not surprising that price effects are 

estimated to be lower in the optimisation exercise.  

Another important point relates to the error margin of the empirical analysis. MAE or RMSE values reported 

above provide an idea of the magnitude of the potential error of prediction of our empirical model. Further 

research on the empirical approach should allow to reduce this margin, for example by allowing fluctuations in 

the shape of the MOC curve using functional analysis techniques such as in Liebl (2013). 

                                                           
14  In 2013, the total net CO2 emissions in Belgium amounted to 97.8 Mt of which 16.5 Mt were emitted by the public 

production of electricity and heat (UNFCCC). CO2 emissions represent around 85% of total GHG emissions in Belgium.  
15  Technically, Belgium is not (yet) connected to Germany, hence the flows originating in Germany run through the 

Netherlands (and France).  
16  Which explains why this indicator was chosen as a proxy for the calculation of the wholesale power price impact in the 

optimisation model setting.  
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Nonetheless, the important lesson to be learnt from both analyses, is that nuclear power production variations 

cause significant price fluctuations.  

 

Concluding remarks 

The operational recapitulation of three Belgian nuclear baseload reactors representing 2447 MW has an 

undeniable influence on a number of national and international indicators. Since Belgium is, both physically and 

virtually (through market coupling), a highly interconnected EU Member State, consequences of changes in its 

nuclear production can be felt all over Europe. According to the model results, the restart seems to be, both in 

Belgium as on an aggregated European level, positive in terms of overall welfare, consumer surplus and CO2 

emissions. Both analyses also reveal an undeniable effect on prices, both on the spot and forward markets. This 

downward effect on prices has to be seen in a context of increasing shares of variable renewable energy sources 

as part of the energy transition, coupled with a stable to decreasing (peak) demand (CREG, 2016b).  

Renewable energy sources constitute the subject of Directive 2009/28/EC and can be perceived as an 

indispensable part of the required energy transition towards a low-carbon economy
17

 (European Commission, 

2011, IEA, 2016). They do possess, however, the characteristic of having a short run marginal cost close to zero 

which, in energy-only markets, depresses average prices and leads to an increasing proportion of low priced 

periods (Sensfuss et al., 2008, Phan and Roques, 2015, European Commission, 2015). An incremental reduction 

of prices through the adding of low cost baseload to the power system further dampens the business case for 

current utilities and potential investors, whether in renewables or in centralised production, and therefore has to 

be carefully screened for its potential consequences on generation adequacy and, more general, security of 

electricity supply. This challenge is all the more daunting because an enormous amount of investments in the 

Belgian utility sector is required (Devogelaer and Gusbin, 2015) and low commodity prices will not attract the 

much needed investments. Our findings therefore have important policy implications as they demonstrate the 

need to take the downward influence of prolonged nuclear power generation on wholesale prices into 

consideration when revising the (timetable in the) nuclear phase-out law since it could have a delaying effect on 

the compulsory energy transition.  

  

                                                           
17  According to the IEA projections for OECD economies, the average CO2 intensity of electricity needs to fall from 411 g/kWh 

in 2015 to 15 g/kWh by 2050 to achieve the goal of limiting the global increase in temperature to 2°C (IEA, 2016).  
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